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an eclectic mix of dark industrial rhythmns, gothic atmospheres, classical and ambient soundscapes 10

MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Industrial, ELECTRONIC: Experimental Details: "Forever there will be the

speculation that the exploration of darkness as a beautiful place will lessen our fear of it all, ease the pain

a little..." "Inside a cage of sound. Cold waves of electronics are juxtaposed against voices that seep

through cracks in the walls of machinery and wires. Lyrics dart out in bullets from soundscapes peppered

in sharp vocals and sound bites. A viola plays in the distance, giving life to this inorganic mass... Such is

the imagery that spawns Attrition, who, with its marriage of the classic and modern, has brought to music

the equivalent of a surrealist painting. From its earlier sparse and stark soundscapes, to a more

expansive palette of orchestral work, Attrition has successfully melded several genres into one. The

music flows - from gothic to industrial to experimental to classical - so smoothly, they might as well be

making their own category. With more than twelve albums of constant variety, and an ever-expanding

sound, they remain one of music's darker and fascinating lights." Akane "Attrition have always been a

nexus of industrial fury, gothic drama, ambient structural finesse and classical chamber orchestrations.

Stunning in scope, character and intellect, Martin Bowes has been a paragon of true creative prowess,

holding in two hands the past and future of music, and smashing them together with a calculated and

charismatic menace. Bowes builds his dark industrial music with all the compassion and attention to detail

of a classical musician..." " ...in Dante's Kitchen Attrition has created one of the most incredible

goth-electro records that I have heard ...A smooth blend of theosophy, catchy basslines, groovy drums,

angelic melodies, and haunting atmospheres... "
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